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Authoritative, entertaining, and informative, this reader-friendly reference explains how to get

beyond the standard births, marriages, deaths, and census search and dig deeper into

genealogyÂ A comprehensive guide to tracing Scottish family history, this book is designed to

exploit the rich resources that the country with possibly the most complete and best-kept set of

records and other documents in the world has to offer. Using worked examples and addressing the

questions of DNA, palaeography, and the often confusing issues of clans, families, and tartans,

Bruce Durie covers both physical and electronic sources, reminding the reader that there are more

routes to follow than just the internet, and that not everything written down is correct. Comparisons

are made with records elsewhere, and all of the 28 million people throughout the world who claim

Scottish ancestry will find something here to help, challenge, and stimulate. Complete with

templates and methods which will enable family historians everywhere to exploit the resources

available, this is the definitive reader-friendly guide to genealogy and family history in Scotland.
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"Inspirational . . . must surely rank up there with the best." "--Scots Magazine""Comprehensive,

up-to-date and reader-friendly." "--Highlander, Journal of the Scottish Diaspora"

Bruce Durie has written a number of regional history books, including Glasgow Past & Present and

Kirkclady & East Fife.



I will be honest, I have spent a fair amount on Genealogy books. Some books are less than what I

expected and others have been what I had hoped to see. I consider almost all my books as decent

or better references. This book however has raised the standard against which all others will be

judged. To say I am impressed is an understatement.

My only problem is one possibly common to many of us genealogists--the font is too small. I have

got very used to my Kindle where I can make it the easiest size for me. Other than that, I find the

book is very informative.

This book is good for those beginning the search for their ancestors. I was a bit further along and I

already knew most of the techniques shown, so it wasn't as valuable a resource as I had hoped.

Very helpful when someone is researching the family tree.

This is by far the best reference manual for Scottish family history research I have seen and/or own.

It is well written, organized, and extremely helpful, whether you are just starting out in family history

or you have lots of experience but want suggestions for new tools. Real examples are provided,

along with instructions for how to obtain the records from various sources, and there is an entire

section dedicated to reading old handwriting. I'm glad I bought it.

Thanks!

This is a great book, chock full of nuggets of genealogy gold. I borrowed it from the library, renewed

it three times, and still did not want to take it back.....I realized even borrowing it for another couple

months wouldn't have made any difference, this was a reference book, the kind you keep around

and refer to again and again. I needed to get my own copy. I have several good books on Scottish

genealogy, but this one has a lot of information in it that is not in any of my other similar books.

thought I was getting more information than this offered. This is just a general information on where

to start for search of family. Did not give me anymore detail that what I already had.
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